
As £32bn of public money 
is set to be thrown at the 
controversial HS2 railway 
line, Greens in Tamworth 
restate their opposition to 
the plans. 
 
Lisa Crane, local Green Party 
secretary says: 
 
“There are many strong 
reasons why the current 
proposals should be thrown 
out. 
 
Firstly, the economic case is far 
from convincing. HS2 is likely to 
be too expensive for most people, 
even though everyone’s taxes will 
pay for it. In the Netherlands the 
‘Frya’ high speed line opened 
only two years ago but is now 
losing £320,000 a day, with 
passengers unable to afford its 
premium fares and trains running 
almost empty. 
 
Bold claims that HS2 will bring 
growth simply fail to stand up to 
scrutiny:  Birmingham has seen a 
60 per cent rise in rail passengers 
over the last ten years but only a 
tiny 0.2% growth in employment, 

for example.  
Why not spend a fraction of the 
money by fitting carriages with 
fast wireless internet so that 
people can make better use of 
their journey time?  
 
Better still, invest in a national IT 
framework so that more people 
can work from or closer to their 
homes. 
 
Secondly, in an extraordinary 
waste of scarce resources, the 
proposed trains would burn 50% 
more energy per mile than the 
Eurostar.  
 
We urgently need to be looking 
at reducing energy use, not 
increasing it! 
 
And finally, the environmental 
and human impact of the current 
route would be devastating along 
its entire length, seeing beautiful 
countryside carved up and 
thousands of families’ lives 
ruined. The knock-on effect will 
be felt by the whole of Tamworth 
and much further afield.” 
 
 
 

The Green Party would like to 
see this money invested 
elsewhere in transport 
infrastructure. 
 
Our first priority should be to 
revitalise local public transport 
schemes, as well as working 
on ways to improve air quality 
and reduce CO2 emissions. 
Public transport should be re-
regulated, with councils 
ensuring affordable provision 
and a truly integrated system. 
HS2 would divert cash from 
local schemes for years and 
years. 
 
Crucially, the national rail 
network needs to be brought 
back into public ownership and 
towns across Britain 
connected by fast, frequent 
and affordable trains.  
 
£32 billion could return regular 
services to small towns and 
tram networks to the cities. 
 
This would improve all our 
lives, it would decrease our 
reliance on the car and create 
vast numbers of rail and 
manufacturing jobs. 
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Green in 2013! 
 

Tamworth Green Party, friends and supporters meet each month in a relaxed and informal 
atmosphere. If you would like to come along, or simply to find out more, please get in touch. 

 

@TamworthGreens                      http://TamworthGreens.wordpress.com  
 

Tel:07984165799           lisacrane@hotmail.co.uk 



A tax on those least able  
to afford it 

The government’s attack on 
benefits could see 
thousands of people lose 
their homes.  
 
One attack in particular, 
popularly known as the “bedroom tax”, is set to 
push almost 100,000 social housing tenants into 
arrears on their rent from this April. 
 
The idea is to punish people for “under-
occupying” homes that are supposedly too large 
for them so tenants could lose up to £80 a month 
from their housing benefit just for having a spare 
bedroom.  
 
This may particularly affect older families where 
children have grown up and left the family home. 
 
Yet councils and social housing associations 
report that they simply don’t have enough one 
bedroom homes for people to ‘downsize’ to. 
 
Together with plans to make councils responsible 
for council tax benefit- and slashing the amount 
available so even the poorest now have to pay 
this represents yet another unfair attempt to make 
ordinary working people pay for an economic 
crisis not of our making.  
 
What we need is not a bedroom tax on those 
least able to pay but a mansion tax on those 
with the broadest shoulders! 
 
The Green Party says we should be building high 
quality, affordable housing to the best available 
standards to meet a real social need.  

Flood defence 
Flooding in Tamworth appears to have become as inevitable 
as death and taxes but, whilst we welcome the investment 
made in flood defences, surely it is time far more was done 
to tackle the root causes at a local, national and global 
level? 
 
The government’s own advisors recognise that houses 
continue to be built on flood plains whilst land disappears 
under concrete and tarmac- reducing the ability to absorb 
excess water. It is acknowledged that we are already close 
to the limit of our ability to cope with flooding and further 
climate change could push us over the edge.  
 
The UK is increasingly vulnerable to extreme weather 
events- severe winter followed by dry spring and then 

washout summer. 
But the 
government’s 
response that we 
need to ‘adapt’ 
and ‘build 
resilience’ is 
simply a sticking 
plaster to divert 
attention from the 
need to treat a 
serious wound! 
 
We do need to 
put in place 

coping strategies but we also have to act now to prevent the 
‘worse case scenarios’ from happening in the first place.  
This will require action on an almost unprecedented scale; to 
radically reduce our reliance on fossil fuels by investing 
massively in renewable energy; to improve public transport 
as a real alternative to the car and to make energy efficiency 
and reduction the number one national priority.  

Its hard to believe that ten years have passed since that bitterly 
cold February day when over a million protested on the streets of 
London against the impending invasion of Iraq. In the intervening 
decade the cruel wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have ground 
remorselessly on.  
 
Conservative estimates put the 'body count' at around 250,000 
deaths- civilians and military personnel- whilst expert medical 
opinion puts the figure much higher at over 600,000. The cost of 
the war has been colossal, over 3 Trillion US dollars, with Britain’s 
contribution to that exceeding £20 billion in 2010! 
 
So, when the main parties- all of whom supported the wars- tell 
you there is no more money for education, for the NHS, to provide 
decent support to the disabled, the needy and the vulnerable, just 
weigh that £20 billion figure in your head... 

True cost of ten years of war 
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